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Amanda Graham inherited a rundown bed and breakfast, a starving cat, and some dead guy
whoâ€™s buried in her garden! What shouldâ€™ve been a simple remodeling project and a new
business in a small Oregon beach town winds up with her uncle named as the number one murder
suspect, a slew of odd neighbors and problematic townspeople, and Amanda wanting to just sit
down and eat her weight in chocolate pie. Sure, she could pack her bags and travel back to LAâ€¦or
should she dig in, heal from her failed romance, and find a whole new set of friends and adventures
in Ravenwood Cove? And how could a quiet little coastal village have so many secrets?Includes
the free recipe for Amandaâ€™s (and the authorâ€™s) favorite cinnamon rolls. First novel in the
Ravenwood Cove ebook series. Paperback and audiobook (with Whispersync) versions coming
soon. Mild PG rating (because hey, there's a dead guy in it).
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This was fun, light reading with characters I'd love to hear more from (oh, the stories old Mrs.
Granger could tell!). The book had a nice pace and kept me turning the pages, with a charming

sprinkling of quaint expressions like "butt over teakettle" (topsy turvy).Ravenwood Cove is a
wonderfully described small-town, a place where shop owners keep water bowls outside for thirsty
dogs and put local kids' Lego creations in the window. In fact, I loved the story's emphasis on
supporting local businesses - not just on solving the mystery or building friendship (and a bit of
romance) as a new arrival in town.Remember, independent authors are also local businesses. The
e-book only costs a couple dollars on - what are you waiting for?!

I read this book in one sitting, as once it pulled me in I couldn't put it down. Mysteries are normally
not my choice to read, but now I find myself looking forward to the next book in the Ravenwood
Cove series.The author`s decriptions of the Inn and the town itself were so well-written that I felt I
had actually been there. Character development was very well done, and the twist at the end was
totally unexpected (as a murder mystery should be.) The book was very entertaining -- a perfect
read for a rainy day at the beach.

The last few years, I unintentionally let reading for fun slip away. I lost track of several mystery
series that I had loved, magazines would be purchased but never read, and it was only when I
found myself trying to bump up the type size in an actual book, that I realized all the print has gotten
too small! ;-) Although I'll never be ready for the Large Print version of the Readers' Digest, the
purchase of a low-end Kindle (no backlight) has made a huge difference!As the second fiction book
that I've purchased, Bed, Breakfast, and Bones (yay for the Oxford comma!) was a totally enjoyable
read, and reminded me that Reading Is Fun! (Younger Me would have never believed that I forgot
that in the first place.) As I read Amanda's story, I found myself picturing little Oregon coastal towns
that we've travelled through, and wondering which one may have been what the author had in mind.
The story was quick-paced with characters that I cared about, and I was a little sorry that it wrapped
up quickly. I'm looking forward to reading the next installment of Ravenwood Cove!

I really enjoyed reading this book. She did a great job writing this! it's riveting! I wanted to find out
'who done it'. I'm good at figuring out who that person is, only I totally missed it with this read! What
a surprise to find out 'who done it'! I highly recommend reading this book. It's a an easy read an
keeps your attention. I love the descriptions of the cozy Oregon coastal town as well as the
characters. Well done! You won't regret reading this and you'll want more!

An enjoyable tale well told. I had a suspicion "who done it" but wasn't sure until the moment of truth.

Look forward to reading more of her small town stories. A good choice for a summer afternoon.

I was pleasantly surprised with the story. Even though, I figured out the murderer, I totally enjoyed
the plot, the characters, and the setting. The editing was wonderful. The story progressed at a good
pace, which made for a good read. Looking forward to the next book.

This was a fun cozy mystery!The characters are well developed and believable.The story moves
along at a good pace, with enough twists and turns to keep it interesting.I thought the writing was
just a bit "contrived" in some passages but not enough to detract from the enjoyment of the story
overall.I would probably check out more books in this series too, based on this one.The cinnamon
roll recipe actually made my teeth hurt, so MUCH sugar!!! But that again, did not detract from the
actual story. ;-)

Very fast paced and engrossing story that grabs your interest and keeps you reading right up to the
end. Wonderful characters that you want to know more about. Can't wait for the next one.
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